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doubted, and visitors to Buenos Aires land in high hopes
or nervous anticipation, according to their points of view.
The incoming liner ploughs the yellow waters of the River
Plate, and they strain their ears for the first throb of tango
bands. But there is no music in the North Basin; the
waterfront of Buenos Aires looks very much like any other
waterfront of a great port. Perhaps the buildings are more
dignified; but dignity was the last thing that they were
looking for at Buenos Aires. A slight sense of injury invades
them, as the tall facades slip by. Why, they wonder,
should the fancy of Walthamstow be stirred by Buenos
Aires Follies, if there is nothing there but dignified fa9ades ?
Any town, of course, is bound to have its public buildings.
Law courts must sit somewhere, and Government depart-
ments require impressive premises to lose their letters in.
But there can be few cities in the world which carry dignity
in architecture to the impressive lengths of Buenos Aires.
Almost any one of twenty monumental buildings might be
the General Post Office ; potential Law Courts abound on
every hand; and the solemn frontage of the Opera might
be the National Assembly, while by a natural compensation
the Assembly looks very like a palace of the arts—an
expensive palace of the more solemn arts. But you will
search in vain for the lighter arts in Buenos Aires. That
is the great disillusion.
When hopeful visitors in opera hats leave their hotels in
search of entertainment, they find a most restricted choice.
There is the Opera, of course, where they may be regaled
on solid European fare exported in large packing-cases from
Milan, Vienna, and Covent Garden. But there is nothing
Argentine at the Colon except the chatter in the foyer; and
one had not come six thousand miles in order to enjoy an
entertainment that could be taken just as well in Bow
Street. For the rest, there may be a Spanish company, a
revue shipped bodily from Montmartre (was not the furore
of Ba-ta-dan so devastating that the foyer of the Opera
was completely denuded of males and its deserted damsels

